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Objective and responsibilities

All
− Railway Undertaking (RUs),
− Infrastructure Managers (IMs),

− National Safety Authorities (NSAs),
− National Investigation Bodies (NIBs),
− Other stakeholders
must recognise and accept their and each others‘ roles and
responsibilities
also with regard to investigating accidents and incidents

to safeguard a sustainable and safe development of the
railway system

The rise of safety management systems

› 6th July 1988
› 167 lost, only 62 survivors
› Lord Cullen’s
recommendations (106)
move away from
prescription to risk
awareness and safety
cases as a more effective
system.
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What is the relation between
Safety Culture and Safety Management?

› “Through the safety management system, infrastructure
managers and railway undertakings shall promote a
culture of mutual trust, confidence and learning,
where staff is encouraged to contribute to the
development of safety while confidentiality is
guaranteed.”
› Safety Management System is the foundation of a sound safe
railway operation and safety framework
› Safety culture drives the best safety management systems
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What should be considered within a Safety Management?
Basic elements of the safety management system
The basic elements of the safety management system are:
(a) a safety policy approved by the organisation’s chief executive & senior management and communicated to all staff;

(b) qualitative and quantitative targets of the organisation for the maintenance and enhancement of safety, and
plans and procedures for reaching these targets;
(c) procedures for safe operation to meet existing, new and altered technical and operational standards or other
prescriptive conditions throughout the lifecycle of equipment and operations
(d) procedures and methods for carrying out risk evaluation and implementing risk control measures whenever a
change of the operating conditions or new material imposes new risks on the infrastructure or on operations;
(e) provision for training of staff and systems to ensure that the staff’s competence is maintained and tasks carried
out accordingly;
(f) arrangements for the provision of safety relevant information within the organisation and, where
appropriate, between organisations operating on the same infrastructure;
(g) procedures to ensure that accidents, incidents, near misses and other dangerous occurrences are
reported, investigated and analysed and that necessary preventive measures are taken;
(h) provision of plans for action and alerts and information in case of emergency , agreed upon with the
appropriate public authorities;

(i) provisions for recurrent internal auditing of the safety management system.
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Who is investigating accidents?
The Railway Undertakings (RU) or/and Infrastructure
Managers (IM)
Judicial authorities

The National (Independent)
Investigation Body (NIB)

Why an (independent)
accident investigation body?
•

The objective is prevention of accidents and possible
improvement of railway safety

•

The investigation body shall investigate serious
accidents and might investigation in addition also
those accidents and incidents which under slightly
different conditions might have let to serious
accidents.

•

The investigation body shall, at its discretion, decide
whether or not an investigation of such an accident
or incident shall be undertaken. In its decision it shall
take into account:

•
•

(a) the seriousness of the accident or incident
(b) whether it forms part of a series of accidents or
incidents relevant to the system as a whole;
(c) its impact on railway safety
and
(d) requests from infrastructure manager, railway
undertakings, safety authority

•
•
•

Investigation framework
The framework of the legal system, legal status of the investigation shall be defined that will
enable the investigators-in-charge to carry out their task in the most efficient way and within the
shortest time.
In accordance with the legislation, and where appropriate, in cooperation with the Authorities
responsible for the judicial inquiry, the investigators shall, as soon as possible, be given:
(a) access to the site of the accident or incident as well as to the rolling stock involved, the
related infrastructure and traffic control and signalling installations
(b) the right to an immediate listing of evidence and controlled removal of wreckage,
Infrastructure installations or components for examination or analysis purposes
(c) access to the and use of the contents of on-board recorders and equipment for recording of
verbal messages and registration of the operation of the signalling and traffic control system
(d) access to the reslts of examiniton of the bodies of victims
(e) access to the results of examination of the train staff and other railway staff involved in the
accident or incident
(f) the opportunity to question the railway staff involved and other witnesses
(g) access to any relevant information or records held by the infrastructuree manager, the railway
undertakings involved and the safety authority.

Independence of Accident Investigation Body

Investigation procedure
Access to
› accident site
› rolling stock
› the infrastructure
› traffic control and signalling installations
› content of record devices
Opportunity to question railway staff and
witnesses
Investigation independently of juridical
investigation

Evidences which may be collected

Legal requirements
- openness of the investigation
Keep the investigation transparently
Inform all parties regularly
Share the results
Let them submit their opinions and views
Let them comment on the information in draft
reports

But: don’t share everything

Legal requirements
- final report and safety recommendations
› Investigation must be finalised with a final
report
› NIB may issue safety recommendations

› The addressee of a safety recommendation
must report back to the NIB
› at least annually
› periodically
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